
SILENT SACRIFICES

An insightful study of Filipino American family dynamics and psychologies, SILENT SACRIFICES delves into the cultural
conflicts Filipino immigrants and their.

This documentary follows the politics of the country as WWII erupted â€” how American citizens of Japanese
descent were affected, what their thoughts were in the face of Pearl Harbor and the declaration of war with
Japan, Germany and Italy. Grimlocks, a twisted, cannibalistic race of humanoids, have come up from their
underground lair to collect sacrifices for their mind-controlling masters who dwell miles below in the deepest
crevices of the earth. He hated being a carriage driver. Last night, these very grimlocks crept into the
adventurers' camp and attacked without warning, bludgeoning them into unconsciousness as they slept. After
release from camps, the former internees travel home â€” wherever that ended up being. How did they recover
and overcome seemingly insurmountable obstacles? Even more compelling are the clear parallels to the state
of world today â€” how are nations dealing with refugees, immigration, xenophobia and more. What happened
to those who lost all but what they could carry? A blind evil scrambles just beneath the surface. When the call
is made, the grimlocks pull their captives from their pits and devour every bit of flesh and organ save for the
heads. For days the prisoners are left without food until the grimlocks are ordered by their masters to conduct
a gruesome, ritualistic offering. Keep your players on the edge of their seat with random encounters designed
specifically for this adventure. Life in the Assembly Centers and Incarceration Camps is revealed through
first-hand accounts by former internees and their descendants, relatives and friends, art, letters, music, sports,
clothing and more. They witnessed the tragic exodus to the Assembly Centers by a shocked and speechless
community who never believed their government would destroy their lives. It was the last thing he
remembered before the grimlock crept out of the shadows and smashed its club down on his head. Now,
trapped with no recollection of what happened, they must navigate the dark caverns riddled with dead-ends,
bottomless pits, and helpless prisoners if they hope to survive. Men, women, and children of Japanese ancestry
were evicted from the West Coast of the United States and held in sites across the country. Surprise your PCs
with strange and quirky trinkets spread throughout the caves with a Random Trinkets table made just for this
adventure. Anyone, anywhere who watches Silent Sacrifice will be changed forever. Under cover of darkness,
these degenerates clamber out of their cave to steal unsuspecting travelers and nearby townsfolk. For more
than 75 years, the story of Japanese Incarceration has been an untold chapter of American history.


